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At today’s conference, we heard interesting comments and viewpoints regarding ‘the future of 

the Gx system and global governance’. In fact, the ‘Gx system’ – I doubt that the term ‘system’ 

has any real explanatory value – has almost continuously faced challenges ever since the first 

G6 meeting at the Château de Rambouillet near Paris in 1975. These challenges partly explain 

the numerical expansion and multiplication of G formats, from the G6 to the G7, from the G7 to 

the G8, up to the G20. The most pressing current challenge is the fallout caused by Russia’s 

annexation of Crimea. In response, G7 leaders convened an emergency meeting in The Hague in 

March earlier this year. At that venue, they also decided to meet in Brussels instead of Sochi on 

4-5 June, and to exclude Russia from the G8 meeting for the first time since it joined. The step 

back from the G8 to the G7 is surely remarkable. Still, keeping Russia as a partner in the 

informal club that the G-formats present, might also be beneficial. It keeps the door open for 

exchanges and negotiations without the visibility which more formal organizations require. In 

this respect, the fierce rejection by the BICS (Brazil, India, China and South Africa) of the 

Australian idea to exclude Russia from the G20 summit in Brisbane is a case in point. 

Although, for this purpose, the informal and closed nature of the G-formats might be beneficial, 

that same nature is also problematic for the clubs’ sustainability. The most representative of 

the G-system, the G20, still only gathers a minority of the world’s governments, and most of its 

members are developed economies. Many developing countries, LDCs and smaller economies 

are not present around the G-table and consequently have no say in the process. This is all the 

more problematic as the G20, at its Pittsburgh summit, declared itself to be the “premier forum 

for economic cooperation” between its members. This ambition sounds inadequate when 

taking into account the fact that the G20 works informally and is not very representative. The 

next G20 meeting takes place in Brisbane in November this year. The Australian Prime Minister, 

Tony Abbott, seems to be willing to focus this G20 mainly on issues of interest to developed 

countries, in strong contrast with the 2010 G20 meeting in Seoul. Climate change has been 

removed from the agenda, and the summit’s participants will mainly discuss issues pertaining 

to economic growth, with a focus on boosting infrastructure spending, the multilateral trading 



system, tax avoidance, and profit shifting. Even though these issues are of importance to all 

countries, developing countries have already voiced some criticism on the agenda. They hope 

that the G20 summit in Brisbane could provide a last push for delivery on the MDGs, which are 

set to expire in 2015. Although the G20 has endorsed the MDGs several times, many of its 

members will fail to comply with their ambitions. The same holds for the climate change 

debate. After a rather timid Rio+20 summit outcome, many had their hopes set on the G20 to 

provide some impetus. The fact that Mr. Abbott has already declared that he does not want the 

summit’s focus on economic growth to be derailed by the climate change debate, leaves very 

little prospect for serious advancements. This being said, the Australian focus on the 

Framework for Strong Sustainable and Balanced Growth does allow for a broader focus on 

developing countries, as does the invitation of Mauritania, Senegal and Myanmar. In essence, 

almost six years after the first G20 summit at the heads of state and government level in 

Washington DC, the G20 now has to show its added value and prove its effectiveness outside of 

the realm of crisis management. It should demonstrate that it is more than a crisis committee 

and has the ability to develop a long-term strategic vision and agenda. Although the G20 may 

serve as a forum where political impetus can be created, its success ultimately depends on the 

cooperation with other institutions of global governance such as the IMF, the WTO and the 

OECD and, more broadly the fabric of the United Nations system. 

Ultimately, the Gx system’s sustainability will depend on both its track record and on the extent 

to which it can articulate a common viewpoint by its members. The track record so far has been 

fairly good. The Gx has provided support to a variety of issues, such as the reform of IFIs and 

the fight against tax havens. However, if the G20 wants to deserve the epithet of premier forum 

for economic cooperation, it will also need to find solutions to problems that are important to 

the economies left out of the club. The Bali Package, concluded at last year’s WTO Ministerial 

Conference, may prove to be an important step to further the multilateral trading system. But 

mega-regionalism and plurilateral non-MFN negotiations outside the WTO framework risk 

leaving many countries in the cold and eroding the benefits of multilateralism. As it is exactly 

members of the Gx system who at the same time are negotiating these new trade and 

investment agreements, they bear a heavy responsibility to make sure bilateralism and 

multilateralism can go hand in hand. For instance, deepened economic cooperation between 

North America and the EU (through the Canada-EU agreement and TTIP) should ideally be 

constructed in an open-ended way in order not to alienate the other large and smaller trading 

partners and disrupt multilateral dynamics at the WTO.  

Russia’s recent actions are obstructing not only the work of the G7/G8 but may also hinder 

progress at the G20. If the G’s are to steer the global economy, they will have to join ranks, and 

present a clear and ambitious agenda to the world. The G7 summit this week could help the 

G20 to reach these goals. In addition to the situation in Ukraine, the G7’s agenda also focuses 



on the global economy, trade, development and climate change. If the G7 members find 

agreement on some of these issues, they can come to the G20 with a stronger voice and will 

hopefully be able to steer the latter’s agenda. The G7 summit is hence of utmost importance, 

not only for discussing the situation in Ukraine, but as least as much in order to ensure the 

success of the G20 summit in Brisbane.   

 

 

 


